
Churin is a good place to visit            by Jairo Poluco 

Peru is a country which is located in South America. Peru is a well – know 

country. It has many advantages to live in Peru such as beautiful places to visit. 

For example, Churin is a tourist place that is located to 210 km northeast from 

Lima. I have visited Churin. In my opinion, Churin is a good place to visit. 

Visiting Churin has four advantages such as looking the landscape, taking a 

term shower, getting relaxed and eating good food. 

 First is the landscape.  You can look the environment, you can see 

animals such as cows, donkeys, and etc. the road to churin is a little difficult 

because it is located to 3,500 asl. Gualberto Valderrama C said “An advice to 

people who travel to Churin, it is important to travel as early possible to drive 

very well”. (Gualberto Valderrama C) 1 

Second is taking a term shower. The term shower us the attraction, many 

people come to Peru to take a term shower because it can cure some illnesses 

such as asthma. The term shower has medicinal properties. As a result, many 

Peruvian and foreign people enjoy taking a term shower. According to La 

Republica newspaper Churin has natural swimming poo and It is a good place 

to spend with the environment. (Paredes, Elvis) 1 

Third is getting relaxed. After taking a shower you fell totally different 

because your muscles are relaxed. In addition, the capital of Churin is very 

quiet, there is not pollution, delinquency, dirty. It is a good place to get relaxed 

because it is very quiet and small. According to La Republica, the best time to 

visit Churin is between April to December because there is not raining. 

(Paredes, Elvis) 2 

In addition, Travelguideperu said that “if you want to go out the routine and the 

stress Churin is a good place to go because the place gives to the visitant the 

chance to breathe good air” (Travelguideperu) 

According to some expert’s archaeological remains has the influence of the 

culture Chavin because Chavin was the most important culture in the north. In 

addition it had been found some rocks with shape of local animals and humans. 

(Gualberto Valderrama C.)2 

Finally is eating good food. In churin you can eat different dishes such as 

trucha, pachamanca, etc. The food is delicious people cook naturally without 

much seasoning. 

To sum up, Churin is a place to visit because you can look the landscape, 

taking a term shower, getting relaxed and eating good food. If you want to take 

a break, you would have to visit Churin. 
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